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Mary Mitchell, Ms. Demeanor herself, takes you through Y2K and beyond with The Complete Idiot's Guide to Etiquette, Second Edition. Topics covered include gifts and e-commerce: can you "wrap" an electronic gift?, telecommuting and the home office: the impact on family and friends, and  volunteering: the fine line between being Mother Theresa and Lady Bountiful. This title also includes an updated section on weddings, plus tips from the expert on dining on the run, takeout, new tipping systems, and manners at Mickey D's. Other topics include privacy, diversity, and harassment issues on the job, E-mail etiquette and computer manners, and saying the right thing--is small talk dead?      

       About the Author

Mary Mitchell,  the author of The Complete Idiot's Guide® to Business Etiquette; Dear Ms. Demeanor; The Young Parent's Etiquette Guide;  and The First Five Minutes: How to Make a Great First Impression in Any Business, is the founder of Uncommon Courtesies, a consulting firm that helps corporations and individuals hone their personal interaction skills. She is also president of The Mitchell Organization, a training and consulting company.  Her column, "Dear Ms. Demeanor," is nationally syndicated.  She lives in Philadelphia.
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Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2007

	Building on the successful top-down approach of previous editions, the Fourth Edition of Computer Networking continues with an early emphasis on application-layer paradigms and application programming interfaces, encouraging a hands-on experience with protocols and networking concepts. With this edition, Kurose and Ross bring the...
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Quotient Space Based Problem Solving: A Theoretical Foundation of Granular ComputingMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2014

	The term problem solving is used in many disciplines, sometimes with different perspectives.

	As one of the important topics in artiï¬�cial intelligence (AI) research, it is a computerized

	process of human problem-solving behaviors. So the aim of problem solving is to develop

	techniques that program computers to ï¬�nd solutions...
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BIOS Disassembly Ninjutsu Uncovered (Uncovered series)A-LIST Publishing, 2006

	Explaining security vulnerabilities, possible exploitation scenarios, and prevention in a systematic manner, this guide to BIOS exploitation describes the reverse-engineering techniques used to gather information from BIOS and expansion ROMs. SMBIOS/DMI exploitation techniques—including BIOS rootkits and computer...
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JUnit in ActionManning Publications, 2003
A guide to unit testing Java applications (including J2EE applications) using the JUnit framework and its extensions, this book provides techniques for solving real-world problems such as unit testing legacy applications, writing real tests for real objects, automating tests, testing in isolation, and unit testing J2EE and database...
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Finding Your True North: A Personal GuideJossey-Bass, 2008

	Based on Bill George’s bestselling book True North, this personal guide offers leaders a comprehensive method for identifying their unique “True North.” The book offers methods for personal reflection and includes targeted exercises that help leaders hone in on the purpose of their leadership and developing their...
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Parallel Programming with Intel Parallel Studio XE (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012

	Nearly all the computers sold today have a multi-core processor, but only a small number of applications are written to take advantage of the extra cores. Most programmers are playing catch-up. A recent consultation with a group of senior programming engineers revealed the top three hurdles in adopting parallelism: the challenges of porting...
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